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1. Overview of the urban infrastructure classification
MapBiomas collections for urban infrastructure mapping in Brazil have been
evolving with each version. From collection 3 to 4, samples of what is not urban
infrastructure have been added for all years, while samples of urban infrastructure
have been defined as reference years 1994, 2002, 2010, and 2018. The main
improvement and only change from Collection 4.1 to 5 was the addition of the
fractions (green vegetation, soil, shade, cloud, non photosynthetic vegetation)
generated by Spectral Mixture Analysis (SMA), which is a technique to estimate the
proportion of each pixel that is covered by a series of coverage types, determining
the probable composition of each pixel of the image. These variations have been
added as a feature space generating better detection in the early years of the time
series contributing to the resolution of stability problems. These improvements bring
the advantage of mapping a larger urban infrastructure area in Brazil and an
increase in accuracy.
2. Landsat image mosaics
The classification of urban infrastructure in the Collection 5 used Landsat 5, 7,
and 8 image mosaics according to the Brazil limit, from 1985 to 2019. The Landsat 5
dataset is the atmospherically corrected surface reflectance images from the
Landsat 5 ETM sensor, the Landsat 7 has an atmospherically corrected surface
reflectance image set from the Landsat 7 ETM+ sensor, and Landsat 8 has an
atmospherically corrected surface reflectance image set from the Landsat 8
OLI/TIRS sensors. All this dataset has a spatial resolution of 30 meters.
To process these mosaics, we use a collection of Landsat images for the year
of interest, with cloud coverage less than or equal to 60% in the scene, and we do
cloud removal using two methods.
For Landsat 5 and 7 (mosaics from 1985 to 2012) we use two bands, pixel_qa
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sr_atmos_opacity - Atmospheric opacity; < 0.1 = clear; 0.1 - 0.3 = average; > 0.3 =
hazy. If the cloud bit (5) is set and the cloud confidence (7) is high, or the cloud
shadow bit (3) is set, then it is a bad pixel, then we remove the edge pixels that do

not occur in all bands. The next step is to calculate the median of the cloud-free
image collection generating the annual mosaic.
For Landsat 8 (mosaics from 2013 to 2019), we use the band pixel_qa,
considering that bits 3 and 5 are clouds and shadows. After the removal, we
calculate the median of the cloud-free image collection generating the annual
mosaic.
3. Classification
3.1. Classification algorithm
A Random Forest algorithm was implemented to map the Urban Infrastructure
in MapBiomas Collection 5 using Google Earth Engine. Training and random
samples were generated and further classification based on available reference
maps (OpenStreetMap, Third National Inventory, WorldPop population density). The
automatic classification of Landsat mosaics used the random forest model with
training samples extracted from a buffer in the OpenStreetMap path dataset, aiming
a binary classification between urban infrastructure and not urban areas (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Methodological steps of Urban Infrastructure classification in MapBiomas
Collection 5 using Landsat mosaics, random forest classification, and temporal filters.

3.2. Feature space
The feature space of Urban Infrastructure classification in MapBiomas
Collection 5 has 17 input variables, including the median of Landsat bands and

indices that better distinguish urban areas from other land cover and land use
classes (Table 1).

Table 1. List, description, statistic, and script acronym used to Urban Infrastructure feature
space in MapBiomas Collection 5.
Variable

Description

Statistic

Script acronym

BLUE

Landsat band

median

blue

GREEN

Landsat band

median

green

RED

Landsat band

median

red

NIR

Landsat band

median

nir

SWIR1

Landsat band

median

swir1

SWIR2

Landsat band

median

swir1

BU

Built-up Index

median

bu

NDVI

Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index

median

ndvi

EVI

Enhanced Vegetation Index

median

evi

MNDWI

Modified Normalized
Difference Water Index

median

mndwi

NDBI

Normalized Difference
Built-Up Index

median

ndbi

UI

Urban Index

median

ui

GV

Green Vegetation (Spectral
Mixture Analysis)

median

gv

NPV

Non Photosynthetic
Vegetation (Spectral
Mixture Analysis)

median

npv

GVS

Green Vegetation + Soil
(Spectral Mixture Analysis)

median

gvs

SHADE

Shade (Spectral Mixture
Analysis)

median

shade

CLOUD

Cloud (Spectral Mixture
Analysis)

median

cloud

3.3. Training Samples
The

urban infrastructure classification used OpenStreetMap polylines

(residential, service, path, and living street - OpenStreetMap, 2018) filtered by
nightlight (NOAA) to get training samples. Additionally, the population density from
WorldPop (WorldPop, 2018) and land cover and land use maps from the Third
National Inventory (MCTI, 2015) were also used.
The training dataset was based on OpenStreetMap (2018) and for some years
(1994, 2002, and 2010) filtered by the urban area from the Third National Inventory
(MCTI, 2015). The OpenStreetMap is a collaborative project that aims to create a
world map that updates its users’ records and preferences (Figure 2). The first step
to collect samples consisted of filtering the vectors of lines representing the urban
patches’ pathways.
The path data extracted from OpenStreetMap represents all roads, streets,
sidewalks, and unknown roads already registered by OpenStreetMap users. The first
filter consisted of grouping the paths within the urban patches or conglomerates
through specific categories (residential, service, path, and living street). After that,
the filter was applied over a nightlight (NOAA) map to remove noise or pathways that
were not in an urban conglomerate (Figure 3).

Figure 2. OpenStreetMap Website used to extract training samples applied in the
classification of Urban Infrastructure in Collection 5.

Figure 3. Example of filters used on the vector layer of OpenstreetMap in Rio de Janeiro RJ, Brazil.

After filtering, we produced a primary classification of urban areas using layers
of vegetation (NDVI mask, third inventory), water (NDWI mask, third inventory), and
nightlight. The map was designed to be good enough to remove water and
vegetation (Figure 4). The map was then used for an intersection with the filtered
streets lines with a buffer of approximately 100 meters distance (Figure 5).

Figure 4. Example of primary urban map classification of Rio de Janeiro - RJ, Brazil.

Figure 5. Example of primary map intersection with the streets buffer of Rio de Janeiro- RJ,
Brazil.

The non-urban layer was created using the areas that were outside of the
primary map (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Example of non-urban areas (orange color) in Rio de Janeiro - RJ, Brazil.
The PostGIS was used to create random points labeling which point overlays
urban areas and non-urban areas within the bounds of the layers created previously
(Figure 7). The random points were used to get features and index samples from
Landsat.

Figure 7. Random points divided by urban areas (red) and non-urban areas (blue).

4. Post-classification
The post-classification process includes the application of temporal and
morphological filters.
4.1. Temporal filter
Besides the temporal filter rules of windows for 3 and 5 years, a window of 33
years (1986 to 2019) from the whole MapBiomas time series was applied. The
temporal filter rules applied in the Urban Infrastructure are described in Table 2 using
Google Earth Engine.
Table 2. Temporal filter rules of windows for 3 and 5 years in the Urban Infrastructure
mapping in MapBiomas Collection 5 (GR = General Rule, FYR = First Year Rule, LYR = Last
Year Rule, UI = Urban Infrastructure, NO = Non Observed).

Type

Kernel

GR

T minus
2

T minus
1

T

T plus 1

T plus 2

Result

3

UI

NO

UI

UI

LYR

3

UI

UI

NO

UI

GR

3

UI

NO

UI

UI

GR

3

UI

NO

NO

GR

5

UI

NO

UI

GR

3

NO

UI

NO

NO

FYR

3

UI

NO

NO

NO

UI

UI
UI

UI

4.2. Morphological Filters (Spatial Filter)
Morphological operations were applied to remove noise pixels in urban
infrastructure data: Morphological Closing Operating using a kernel of 1 pixel and 1
iteration, close holes of less or equal than 30 pixels, and Morphological Opening
Operating using a kernel of 1 pixel and 1 iteration, and remove group of pixels less or
equal than 20 units.
5. Comparison between Collections 4 and 5
The following examples show the changes compared to previous Collection
4.1 and the new Collection 5.0 (Figures 8, 9, and 10).
The improvements in urban infrastructure mapping in collection 5 show that
more areas were mapped, and there was greater stability in the time series,
especially in the early years (between 1985 and 1995). In collection 4, in some years,
the mapped area decreased, and this was not an expected behavior and was solved
in Collection 5.

Figure 8. Mapping results from Collections 4.1 and 5.0 in Mogi das Cruzes - SP. (left to right:
Mosaic Landsat l5 1985, Collection 4.1 and Collection 5.0.

Figure 9. Comparison of urban infrastructure area in the Collection 4.1 and Collection 5.0, in
Mogi das Cruzes - SP.

Figure 10. Mapping results of urban infrastructure in the Collections 4.1 and 5.0 in Rio de
Janeiro - RJ. Left to right: Mosaic Landsat l8 2019, Collection 4.1 (2018), and Collection 5.0
(2019).

Figure 11. Comparison of urban infrastructure area in the Collection 4.1 and Collection 5.0,
in Rio de Janeiro - RJ.

Figure 12. Comparison of urban infrastructure area in the Collection 4.1 and Collection 5.0,
in Brazil.

6. Validation strategies
The validation was done based on accuracy analyses and reference maps.
MapBiomas

evaluated

global

and

per-class

accuracy

for

each

year

(https://mapbiomas.org/en/analise-de-acuracia?cama_set_language=en).
6.1 Performance
The validation analysis was performed using point samples collected by the
Laboratory of Image Processing and Geoprocessing (Lapig), University of Goiás-GO,
Brazil. The samples of Urban Infrastructure that were correctly classified are the True
Positive, the samples of Urban Infrastructure that were classified as not Urban
Infrastructure are the False Negative, and the samples of Urban Infrastructure that
were not classified as Urban Infrastructure are the False Positive.
There was an improvement in the user's accuracy for the initial years (until
1991) and the year 2018 (Figure 13), indicating an evolution in the urban
infrastructure mapping in the Collection 5.0 for these years. There was also a
significant improvement in the producer's accuracy for all years (until 2018) in
Collection 5.0.

Figure 13. Comparison of user accuracy for urban infrastructure in Collections 4.1 and 5.0.

Figure 14. Comparison of producer accuracy for urban infrastructure in Collections 4.1 and
5.0.

6.2 Reference Maps
The land cover and land use map of TerraClass, developed by Instituto
Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE), was compared with the Urban
Infrastructure mapping of MapBiomas Collection 5.0 in 2014 (Figure 15). The
classified area of MapBiomas Collection 5.0 in Belém city was 148.01 km², while
TerraClass 172.51 km². There were some differences in the MapBiomas Urban
classification and TerraClass mapping (Figures 15). Terraclass visual classification
mapped more areas, including peri-urban areas (as shown in Figure 14 with the
Landsat mosaic from 2013 to 2014).

Figure 15. Comparison between Terraclass and MapBiomas mappings of Urban
Infrastructure in 2014 in Belém - PA, Brazil.
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